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Bell & Brother 

 

Pretend all the variables in this death project exercise are fiction 

tag[s]: the death project, interesting patrol notes, and writing assessment completions. 

The David Bell & Lily Hawley, Incident 

for the death project in/of The Fictional VolunTier Project. 

By Goura Fotadar 

Date: 3.27.18 

 

   Upon the incident of a flyer labelled “David Bell” with this information released to the generic public it 

was scene in the public setting where the flyer with David Bell was released in knowledge to the public; 

the Hawley family from Uranus, showed up in relational time connected to the release of the flyer: and 

then started acting peculiar. 

  Though it, the scene is in a public setting: but privately owned; the Hawley family showed up piece-by-

piece pretending not to know each other; but each distributing a projection onto the other un-related to 

him as if primarily it is/was his wife. 
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  When the other projected upon this way, doesn’t respond in a familial-type relation; because for 

example: it’s not related to the projector and-or unfamiliar with; each Hawley demonstrates threatening 

behavior. To use Father Hawley, also known as Chrissy Hawley; publicly, as an example: if one in such a 

David Bell triggered response denies Chrissy Hawley his hallucinated, non-usefully and projection 

relation:  

Chrissy Hawley begins to stalk them; calls a pseudo police of his relatives on the person[s]; pretends 

they have warrants out for their arrest, tries to rape them; forces them to undergo virtual torture of 

carrying excessive weights on each of their limbs and belongings; essentially forcing them to pull and 

push every body in the world’s belongings and bodies around; as if the person projected onto were a 

trans-mutative escalator; and-or an old school slave.  

 

  Of course what is claimed by them to be an entirely racially Black-Jewish family by itself: the Hawleys; 

dna tests verify the addition of also other non-navajo & non-asian varieties in this family; is known for 

the murder of their daughter Lily Hawley; who was murdered at one of her friend’s houses on Earth by 

two boys; both of she planned to have sex with in a highschool type orgy. It turns out the two boys were 

her two friends that were presenting as girls to Lily and used a virtual program to conceal their gender 

to Lily; with the consent of her parents. Lily, who was reported to be 15 at the time: her death; but 

looked much older non-virtually, was hit over the head by one boy; when the other lost his temper as 

she was smoking a cigarette and grabbed her wrists in a violating way, so the surveillance videos 

demonstrate.  

  She died shortly after being hit; and afterwards both boys sniffed her underpants; it turns out when 

questioned by a false police force; they believed that killing Lily would result in them becoming a new 

gender : non-virtually, female. Neither was arrested; but both were charged a singular gender unjust 

homicide; and including Lily the entire segment of that Hawley clan is charged with unjust societal rape.  

   It turns out that one of the boys was and still is named David Bell.  

  At present David and his brother are stalkers of the cited: C.I.A. around that public released trigger 

scene; and believe though charged that they in actual: killed the leader of the cited: C.I.A. because she is 

betrothed in rumor to somebody (as named in at least Saturn) from a different Hawley rumored Black-

Jewish clan. Their interaction cues are then used to penalize more unjust crime.  

   Perhaps the reason Bell & brother have not been arrested; is because it’s believed by the rumored 

betrothal party also known as the head[s] of the cited: C.I.A. ; that Lily Hawley’s existence just wasn’t 

particularly anything. 

  In asteroid and or astro physics you might: still Lily either through virtual semblance and-or in the 

moments prior-to and-or built by the prior-to actions of her life [prior-to] [her murder]. 
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